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Abstract—E-Commerce products often come with rich and
tree-structured content information describing the attributes.
To well utilize the content information, this study proposed a
fuzzy content matching-based recommendation approach to assist
e-Commerce customers to choose their truly interested items.
In this paper, users’ ratings and preferences are represented
using fuzzy numbers to remain uncertainties. Tree-structured
content information is transformed to a set of descriptors, and
users’ preferences on these descriptors are derived from fuzzy
ratings by using fuzzy number operations. A kind of preference
dependence relations is established between descriptors to explore
the relations of different content features, and as a base to sketch
the complete profile of users. While the extended preference
profile of a user is established, given a new item, the fuzzy match
degree of the user preference and the item content information is
carried out, and then a fuzzy Topsis ranking method is proposed
to able to rank all candidate items according to the fuzzy
match degrees, and the highest ranked items are recommended
to the target user. We conduct empirical experiments on Yelp
and MovieLens datasets. The results indicate that the proposed
approach improve recommendation performance in terms of both
coverage and accuracy.

Index Terms—Recommender systems ,Fuzzy preference, E-
commerce, Fuzzy ranking

I. INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems are emerging as effective shopping
assistants for online e-Commerce sites with increasingly large-
scale-data where it is difficult for users to navigate all candi-
date items and discover what potentially interests them. After
decades of development, recommender systems have been able
to well study the users’ preference profiles in terms of the
content attributes of items. For example, from the user-item
rating records and movie genre information, the profile of an
individual user can be represented by his average ratings to
each type of movies. This is a very simple example, and the
content information of movies is “flat”, meaning the content
features (in this case the movie genres) can be mapped to
a vector space. However, despite such non-structural content
information, e-Commerce products are often associated by
complex structural content information, which is usually called
as the taxonomy tree of one (or multiple) domain of items. In
some ontology-based recommender systems, item taxonomy
has been well utilized to improve the accuracy of user profile
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molding and recommendation making [1]–[3]. It is accepted
that the taxonomy information provides a means of discovering
the relations between item content and user profile [4].

To handle the tree-structured taxonomy information, pre-
vious studies mainly employ tree-matching techniques such
as tree similarity measure, tree isomorphism, and sub-tree
matching to establish a kinds of semantic similarities between
item to items or user to items. For example, in the food
recommender system for diabetes patients developed by Ar-
wan et al. [5], both items (the food menus) and users (the
patients) are represented by weighted trees with the same
structure to denoting the nutrition supply and demand of foods
and patients, respectively. Based on the construct ontology
of users, foods, and nutrition taxonomy, the similarities of
patient-to-patient and food-to-food are calculable so that new
diet suggestions can be produced based on previous successful
cases. Biadsy et al.propose a transfer learning model for
content-based recommender systems, in which the ratings on a
pacific domain are modeled as tree-structured patterns of users
as the base of transfer leaning on other domains [6]. In the
work of Wu et.al [7], the semantical (structural) comparison
of user-to-user profile trees, item-to-item content trees and
user-to-item preference trees are comprehensive discussed and
resolved by using tree and subtree matching techniques.

New issues also arise for modern content-based recom-
mender systems. First, the semantic tree matching models usu-
ally assume the content features in a same and deeper branch
of the taxonomy tree are having high semantic similarities
such that people will have similar preferences on them. These
models are thereby hard to discover the potential relations
of features from different taxonomy categories. Actually, the
features from different aspects may be also related closely. For
example, an action movie actor is high related the the movie
genre Action. A second issue is the uncertainty of data such
as the fuzzy membership of an item and taxonomy features.
Besides, the ratings and preferences of users are actually
subjective and vague [8]. Motivated by the two issues, this
paper propose a fuzzy tree model to handle the uncertainties
of users and items, and develop an fuzzy inference model to
discover possible relations of different taxonomy features. The
contributions of this study can be concluded as three aspects
as follows. 1) We propose the fuzzy dependence relations
between content features, based on which we can greatly
enrich the initial preference profile of a user. 2) We propose a
fuzzy prediction model to infer users’ preferences on unknown
items in the form of fuzzy numbers rather than crisp values.
3) We propose a fuzzy Topsis ranking method to be able to
rank the candidate items with fuzzy predictions to generate
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recommendations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II presents a fuzzy data model where each item or user can
be represented as a fuzzy weighted subtree of the complete
content taxonomy. Besides, the preference tree of user can be
expand according to the proposed dependence relationships
between content features. In Section III, a fuzzy content
matching-based recommendation approach is elaborated step
by step. In Section IV, empirical evaluation of proposed
approach is conducted with experiments on two real-wold
datasets representing different e-Commerce environments. Fi-
nally, a discussion of the proposed approach and future direc-
tions are discussed in Section V.

II. MODELING ITEM CONTENT AND USER PREFERENCE

In this section, we introduce the item representation and
user representation using fuzzy tree model. The techniques
of fuzzy number and fuzzy operations are used to explore
inherent similarities between different content features. As a
result, a user’s original preferences on a small number of
features can be expanded to more features so that an extended
fuzzy preference tree is constructed for every user.

A. Preliminary of Fuzzy Numbers and Its Operations

The definition of fuzzy sets and fuzzy numbers (here the
triangular fuzzy number is used) are imported from [9]:

Definition 1. (Fuzzy set) If X is a collection of objects
denoted generically by x then a fuzzy set Ã is a set of ordered
pairs:

Ã = {(x, µÃ(x))|x ∈ X} (1)

µÃ(x) is called the membership function of x in Ã which maps
X to the closed interval [0, 1] that characterizes the degree of
membership of x in Ã.

Definition 2. (Triangular fuzzy number) A triangular fuzzy
number (TFN) is denoted by Ã = (a, b, c), a ≤ b ≤ c, if its
membership function is

µã(x) =


x−a
b−a , if a ≤ x ≤ b
x−b
c−b , if b ≤ x ≤ c
0, otherwise

(2)

With the extension principle put forward by Zadeh [10],
the operational laws of two TFNs Ã1 = (a1, b1, c1) and Ã2 =
(a2, b2, c2) are defined as follows:
• Addition of two fuzzy numbers

(a1, b1, c1)⊕ (a2, b2, c2) = (a1 + a2, b1 + b2, c1 + c2)

• Subtraction of two fuzzy numbers

(a1, b1, c1)	 (a2, b2, c2) = (a1 − a2, b1 − b2, c1 − c2)

• Multiplication of any real number k and a fuzzy number

k ⊗ (a, b, c) = (ka, kb, kc)

B. Notations

At first, some key concepts and entities of this study are
given as follows.

1) Users and items: A set of users U = {u1, u2, . . .} are
the participants of an e-Commerce recommender system. The
item set T = {t1, t2, . . .} includes all products or services that
are provided for users to choose in a recommender system.

2) User fuzzy ratings: A rating set R ∈ R|U |×|T | is the set
of ratings assigned by users to items, where an element Rut

denotes the rating given by a particular user u to an item t.
In this study, a rating is treated as a fuzzy number r̃(u, t) as
that ratings are usually given actually in the form of graded
vague linguistic evaluations. For instance, in Amazon, users
rating items in the range of 1 star to 5 stars, representing that
”not satisfied at all” to ”bets satisfied”. We use triangle fuzzy
numbers to represent ratings. Initially, the fuzziness (the base
of a TFN) of an initial rating is simply assumed to be ±1, as
denoted in Fig. 1. Therefore, a rating of “3 stars” refers to a
TFN of r̃ = (2, 3, 4) in our study.

µ

x
1 2 3 4 5

1̃ 2̃ 3̃ 4̃ 5̃1

1Fig. 1: Initial representation of fuzzy ratings

3) Complete content tree and descriptor set: In e-
Commerce environments, items are usually described with
rich, hierarchical content features [7]. The content features of
all items are called as the taxonomy tree of the whole item
set, denoted as Θ = (C, ↪→), where C = {c1, c2, . . . , c|C|}
is a finite set of nodes (features or subfeatures of items), and
↪→ is a “parent-child (feature-subfeature) relationship. For two
nodes ci, cj ∈ C, if ci ↪→ cj , then cj is a child (subfeature)
of cj . Note that there is no cycles and there is a distinguished
root node of Θ, denoted as c>.

Clearly, there is one and only one path from the root
to any other nodes in the tree, and we say, a path from
the root node c> to every leaf node c⊥ is a descriptor,
marked as d⊥. Suppose there are in total m leaf nodes in
the tree Θ, then a complete descriptor set is constructed as
D = {di}, i = 1, . . . ,m, where a single descriptor is denoted
as di = {ci1, ci2, ..., . . . , ci|di|} satisfying ci1 ↪→ ci2 ↪→
. . . ↪→ ci|di|. Essentially, the descriptor set D can be seen
as the “flat” form of the tree Θ, and inversely, Θ is the
hierarchical form of D. An example is given in Fig. 2. In
the case, the content tree Θ is a three level tree with 11 nodes
denoting the content features and subfeatures. There are in
total seven descriptors d1, . . . , d7 collected, and the whole set
of descriptors represents the flat form of the content tree.

4) Item fuzzy content tree: The content information of a
specific item t ∈ T consists of two parts: the qualitative part
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⇔Complete Content Tree Θ Complete Descriptors D

c>

c2

c5 c6

c3 c4

c7

c9 c10 c11

c8

d1 : c> ↪→ c2 ↪→ c5

d2 : c> ↪→ c2 ↪→ c6

d3 : c> ↪→ c3

d4 : c> ↪→ c4 ↪→ c7 ↪→ c9

d5 : c> ↪→ c4 ↪→ c7 ↪→ c10

d6 : c> ↪→ c4 ↪→ c7 ↪→ c11

d7 : c> ↪→ c4 ↪→ c8

1Fig. 2: A three-level complete content tree with 11 nodes
(features) and the corresponding descriptors set.

and the quantitative part. The qualitative part is the structure
of the features associated with this item, can be seen as a part
of the complete content tree, denoted as Θt = {Ct, ↪→}, in
which Ct ∈ C. The quantitative part indicates the degree of
fuzzy “membership” of this item to each tree node (a feature),
denoted by a membership degree x ∈ [0, 1]. The fuzziness of
item content information is very common in the real world. For
example, a book t is thought to be relevant to a content feature
“c1: Computer Science” with a degree of x(t, c1) = 1, while it
is also considered to relate to “c2: Management” with a degree
of x(t, c2) = 0.8. Consequently, for each item, a fuzzy tree
Θt = {Ct, ↪→, X} can be built as the representation of itself,
in which, Ct is the nodes set, ↪→ is the “feature-subfeature”
relationships, and X = {x(c)}, c ∈ Ct is an extra set denoting
the membership degrees. Fig. 3 shows an example item and
its content tree Θt. We can find that the structure of Θt is a
part of the complete content tree Θ, but it associates a decimal
of each node, announcing the membership degree of this item
to this feature.

⇔Item Content Tree Θt Item Descriptors Dt

c>

1

c2

0.8

c5

0.8

c6

c3

0.7

c4

1

c7

1

c9 c10

0.8

c11

1

c8

d1 : c> ↪→ c2 ↪→ c5

d3 : c> ↪→ c3

d5 : c> ↪→ c4 ↪→ c7 ↪→ c10

d6 : c> ↪→ c4 ↪→ c7 ↪→ c11

Dt = {d1, d3, d5, d6}
Xt = {0.8, 0.7, 0.8, 1}

1Fig. 3: For a single item, its content information is a part
of the complete content tree Θ, and its descriptor set Dt is
a subset of the complete descriptor set D. Additionally, for
each node or descriptor, a decimal is associated to represent
the “membership” degree of this item.

5) Item descriptor set: For an item t with its fuzzy content
tree Θt, assuming it has mt leaf nodes in the tree, we can then
find mt paths from the root node to each leaf node, which are
called as descriptors, denoted as Dt = {dt1, . . . , dtmt

}. We
have known that the qualitative part of an item content tree
Θt is a part of the complete content tree Θ, but note that the
item descriptor set Dt is not guaranteed to be a subset of D,

because a leaf node of Θt may be not a leaf node in Θ. That is
to say, we allowed the “incomplete” description of items, e.g.,
we have a three levels taxonomy tree being used to describe
books, but for a particular book, it can be detailed only to two
levels. It is easily to obtain following relationships:

D ⊆ ∪t∈TDt (3)

For each single descriptor d ∈ Dt, a membership degree
is also allocated, represented by the membership of the last
(leaf) node, that is, x(t, d) = x(t, c⊥), c⊥ ∈ d. In Fig. 3, the
descriptor set of the example item contains four descriptors,
and a membership set X is established associating with each
descriptor.

C. User fuzzy preference

Before discussing user preferences, an elaboration of “how
a personalized rating is assigned by a user to a specific item”
is needed. Keeping in mind that users’ personalities lead to
their different ratings (higher or lower) to a same item. The
gap between an individual user’s rating against the average
rating (indicating the inherent qualities of items) can be seen
as his/her explicit expression personality. Inversely, we can
obtain the basic assumption of our study: when a user face
an item, there are two factors that impact his subjective rating
to this item: a) the inherent quality of this item, and b) the
personality of him/her. For the first part, the inherent quality
can be seen as a constant for every item, and simply, can
be represented by the average ratings. For the second part, a
user’s personality for a specific item arises from his/her unique
preferences on the content information of the item.

We establish the whole profile a user by summarizing
his/her (fuzzy) preference on each single descriptor in the
complete descriptor set D, which is defined as follwos.

Definition 3. Fuzzy preference on a single descriptor
For a given user u ∈ U , denoting Tu the set of items that
have been rated him/her, for a single descriptor d ∈ D, only
if ∃t ∈ Tu : d ∈ Dt, the fuzzy preference of this user to the
descriptor is calculable, and being calculated by:

ỹ(u, d) =

∑
t∈Tu

(
r̃(u, t)− r̄t

)
x(t, d)∑

t∈Tu
x(t, d)

(4)

where r̄t is the average rating of item t. Let Ut denote the
users who have rated t , we have:

r̄t =

∑
u∈Ut

r̃(u, t)

|Ut|
(5)

With our initialization, the value range of a fuzzy rating is
(1, 1, 5) - r - (4, 5, 5). According to Eq. 4, we can have the
value range of a fuzzy preference score is (−4,−4,−2) - ỹ -
(2, 4, 4), so that the definition domain of ỹ is [-4,4], where a
positive score indicates a positive preference to the descriptor,
while a negative score indicates a negative preference such
as “disliking”,“rejecting”, etc.. Comparing to crisp values, the
fuzzy preference can preserve the uncertainties derived from
fuzzy ratings.
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It can be seen that Eq. (4) is only practicable for the
descriptors that have been ‘reached’ by the target user, i.e., the
user has rated the items that contain the certain descriptors.
Due to the fact that an individual user commonly reviews only
a small part of millions of items in an e-Commerce site, the
initialized preferences of him/her may be only available for
a few descriptors. To handle this issue, we infer the missing
preference information of the not-reached descriptors by first
exploring the descriptor-to-descriptor relationships. Differing
from conventional tree matching models that only expand
user preference to semantically similar features (with near
distance in the content tree), we transfer the tree structure
to flat descriptor set and propose a kind of cross-dependence
relationships between any descriptors, so that we can expand
user preference to any other content features even if they look
not relevant in the taxonomy tree.

D. Extended User Preference

With the proposed data model, we assume the existence of
cross-dependence relationships between different descriptors,
for instance, in the form of “if a user likes/dislikes d1 then
he/she also likes/dislikes d2”. Therefore, we compare two
descriptors to see whether they are consistently preferred by
users, and those descriptors that always share similar prefer-
ences are considered to have strong dependence relationship.

Because the preferences are represented using fuzzy num-
bers, a fuzzy number closeness/distance calculation method
is needed to compare users’ preferences, we hence an area-
based fuzzy number comparison method. Similar to [11], we
compare fuzzy numbers based on the proportion of overlap
area of their membership functions.

Definition 4. Closeness and distance of fuzzy numbers
Given two triangle fuzzy number Ã and B̃, whose membership
function are µÃ(x) and µB̃(x), respectively, on the same
domain of x ∈ R. The closeness of Ã and B̃ is:

`(Ã, B̃) =

∫
µÃ(x) ∧ µB̃(x)dx∫
µÃ(x) ∨ µB̃(x)dx

∈ [0, 1] (6)

and their distance is:

δ(Ã, B̃) = 1− `(Ã, B̃) (7)

Noticing that, not only for TFNs, Eq. (6) can be applied
to fuzzy numbers with general membership functions. Figure
4 illustrates the calculation of Eq. (6): the subfigure (a), (b)
and (c) show three possible situations of the overlapping area
of two TFNs Ã and B̃. The subfigure (d) shows that for two
general fuzzy numbers, their overlapping area is enclosed by
the lower bound of the two fuzzy numbers and the x-axis,
while their union area is enclosed by their upper bound and
the x-axis. Therefore, Eq. (6) works for general fuzzy numbers
as well as TFNs.

Consequently, users’ preferences on different descriptors
becomes comparable, and the definition of preference depen-
dence of descriptors is given as follows.

Definition 5. Preference dependence of descriptors
For two descriptors di, dj ∈ D, di 6= dj , first, we define

µ

x

Ã B̃

(a)

µ

x

Ã B̃

(b)

µ

x

Ã B̃

(c)

Ã B̃
µ

x

µ

x

µ
Ã

(x) ∨ µ
B̃

(x)

µ
Ã

(x) ∧ µ
B̃

(x)

(d)

1

Fig. 4: Different situations of area-based closeness calculation
of two fuzzy numbers. (a), (b) and (c) are the three possible
overlapping areas of two TFNs; and (d) shows the situation of
two general fuzzy numbers.

the situation of “a user has similar preferences on the two
descriptors” is equivalent to:

δ

(
ỹ(u, di), ỹ(u, dj)

)
≤ ε (8)

where ε is a small positive threshold, for example, in this study,
we let ε = 0.1.

Next, the preference dependence degree of di to dj is:

p(dj |di) =
#users satisfying Eq.(8)

#users that ỹ(u, di) is available
(9)

Now we extend the user preferences by fulfilling the missing
preferences to not-reached descriptors. For a user u ∈ U ,
given a descriptor dj ∈ D that has no directed preference
information, the preference of this user to this descriptor is
estimated by:

ỹ(u, dj) =

∑
di 6=dj

ỹ(u, di)p(dj |di)∑
di 6=dj

p(dj |di)
(10)

Comparing to semantic similarities, the descriptor prefer-
ence dependence relationships can discover potential depen-
dencies of two features that look not relevant in the structure
of content tree.

III. FUZZY CONTENT MATCHING AND RECOMMENDATION

In this section, a fuzzy content matching-based recommen-
dation approach is developed based on the proposed fuzzy
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data model. In summary, following input information shall be
obtained prior to recommendation making: 1) for a user u ∈ U ,
there is a TFNs vector Ỹu = {ỹ(u, d), d ∈ D}|D| representing
the fuzzy preference of him/her on each descriptor.r; 2) for
an item t ∈ T , there is a decimal vector Xt = {x(t, d), d ∈
D}|D| representing the membership degree of this item to each
descriptor. When a user is fixed as the target user, the goal of
our approach is to identify the a certain number (e.g.top-k)
from the whole item set as recommendations for the user.

A. Fuzzy Rating Prediction

As discussed, a personalized rating is affected by two
aspects: 1) the inherent quality of item and 2) the user’s
preference on the content features of the item. Therefore, when
given a pair of user and item as a single prediction task, we
predict the fuzzy rating by considering the both factors.

Easily, the average fuzzy rating issued by different users is
treated as the inherent quality of an item t ∈ T , denoting as
r̄t, referring to Eq. (5).

For the second aspect, the overall preference of the given
user on the content information of the given item can be
generated by a content matching process, which is calculated
by:

P̃c(u, t) =
ỸuXt

T∑
Xt

(11)

Accordingly, the prediction of the fuzzy rating of a pair of
user u and item t is calculated as follows:

r̂(u, t) = r̄t + λP̃c(u, t)

= r̄t + λ
ỸuXt

T∑
Xt

(12)

where λ is a nonnegative parameter adjusting the weight of
user personalization. For example, setting a high level of λ can
be understood as users’ ratings are influenced more by their
personalized preferences of the content information, and be
less impacted by the quality of items, that is, for this domain
of items, people are more personalized.

B. Fuzzy Topsis Ranking

We propose a fuzzy Topsis ranking method to rank the items
w.r.t the fuzzy predictions, as known as TFNs. For a target user
u ∈ U , assuming there are m alternative items and predictions
have been generated as p̃i = (ai, bi, ci), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. The
fuzzy Topsis ranking process is carried out in following steps:

Step 1: Determine the worst and best conditions. Defining
the minimum left bound as amin = maxm

i=1 ai, and the
maximum right bound is cmax = maxm

i=1 ci. The worst
condition is determined as a TFN p̃− = (amin, amin, cmax),
and the best condition is p̃∗ = (amin, cmax, cmax).

Step 2: Calculate the distance to the worst and best condi-
tions. The distance of the prediction of an item to the worst
condition is:

d−i = δ(p̃i, p̃
−) (13)

The distance of the prediction of an item to the best condition
is:

d∗i = δ(p̃i, p̃
∗) (14)

Step 3: Ranking score. The alternative items are ranked
according to the score of fi, i = 1, . . . ,m, calculated as
follows:

fi =
δ(p̃i, p̃

−)

δ(p̃i, p̃−) + δ(p̃i, p̃∗)
, fi ∈ [0, 1] (15)

Ultimately, the top k items with highest ranking scores are
recommended to the target user and the whole recommenda-
tion precess is completed.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data sets

To evaluation our approach in different scenarios, we select
two datasets of different e-Commerce environments:

1) Yelp dataset: Generally, for real recommender systems,
the content dimension is usually “fixed” while the item di-
mension is “incremental”. Take the Yelp.com (footnote) for
instance, the taxonomies structure (for example, types of
restaurant, types of cuisine, etc.) is not changed frequently
and can be used to classify new-entered businesses. However,
the population of users and businesses are increasing everyday.
The Yelp dataset [12] is used for evaluating our approach, in
which, there are over 45k users and 11k items, categorized to
570 descriptors. The rating sparsity is 99.96%, and averagely
a user only rated 5 items. In contrast, the content information
is rich, as for each descriptor, there are about 74.4 relevant
items.

2) MovieLens dataset: The MovieLens datasets with rich
rating data are the ideal test pool for CF approaches [13].
After cleaning, there are 2112 users and 4856 items associated
with 551 descriptors. The rating sparsity is comparatively low
(97.42%) such that averagely one user has rated about 166
items. Each content descriptor is associated with about 60.6
items in average.

B. Compared approaches

The proposed fuzzy content matching recommendation ap-
proach (shorted as FCM) is compared with following baseline
models.

1) Standard CF: We compare our approach with standard
CF to see if the cold-start problem of CF is alleviated by
importing item content information. The prediction formula
of [14] is used.

2) Semantic content analysis: Most of existing content-
based recommendation approaches reveal the relationships
between content features by analyzing their “semantic” sim-
ilarities. As one of the start-of-the-art approaches, the tree
matching model of [7] is compared, shorted as “TreeSim”.

Besides, we also propose a variant of FCM, by replacing the
descriptor dependence of Eq. (6) with semantic similarity to
extend user preferences. We mark this variant as “Semantic”
for short.
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3) Crisp content filtering: A “crisp” version of our ap-
proach is tested, i.e., ratings and user preferences are replaced
with crisp values, and CF-like approach is applied using the
preferences scores rather than ratings scores. This variant is
titled as “Crisp” for short.

We can summarize CF, TreeSim and Crisp as the
neighborhood-based approaches, and FCM and Semantic as
the type of user-item marching approaches

C. Evaluation metrics

1) Coverage: As we know, given a pair of user and item,
due to the cold-start problem, CF approach may fail to
generate a prediction. The metric Coverage is hence used to
evaluate the successful rate of a recommender system:

Coverage =
# successful predictions

# test records
(16)

2) Ranking accuracy: The final recommendation list is
generated according to a ranking order of the candidate items.
The consistence of the ranking order is then needed to be
compared with the actual test data. The metric nDCG (Nor-
malized Discounted Cumulative Gain) is selected to evaluate
the ranking accuracy. First, the DCG (Discounted Cumulative
Gain) metric at a particular rank position p is defined as:

DCGp = rel1 +

p∑
i=1

reli
log2(i)

(17)

where reli denotes the score at position i.
The nDCG is then calculated as:

nDCGp =
DCGp

IDCGp
(18)

where IDCGp is the DCG of “ideal ranking order”, i.e., the
actual rankings of test set.

D. Result

1) Yelp dataset: The experiment results on Yelp dataset are
collected in Table I. As we know that the ratings of Yelp
dataset is very sparse (99.96%), such that the standard CF
only completes 50.5% predictions. Comparing the metric of
coverage, the sparsity problem also ruin the results of content-
based approaches (TreeSim, Semantic, Crisp), especially for
Crisp, only 8.3% is predictable. Generally, TreeSim, Semantic
have higher coverage than CF, maybe because neighbor users
are more easily found resorting to their preference on content
information (with lower dimension) than resorting to their
ratings on items (with higher dimension). The significant im-
provement between Crisp (0.083) and FCM (0.888) indicates
the advantage of using fuzzy techniques to represent user pref-
erence. Comparing to these neighborhood-based approaches,
FCM performs the best result in terms of coverage: about
88.8% test data has been successful predicted. According
to these comparisons, FCM can significantly alleviate the
sparsity problem by directly matching user preferences and
item content information in the sparse environment.

In terms of ranking accuracy, represented by nDCG with
p = 10 as default, CF (0.935), TreeSim (0.94) and Semantic

(a) Coverage

(b) Coverage

Fig. 5: Result comparison on MovieLens dataset

(0.936) perform closely. The best performance is still achieved
by FCM with 0.987. It indicates that though FCM does not
generate crisp ratings it can rank the items accurately by using
the fuzzy Topsis ranking method.

TABLE I: Result comparison on Yelp dataset.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
CF TreeSim Semantic Crisp FCM

Coverage 0.505 0.530 0.633 0.083 0.888
NDCG(p=10) 0.935 0.940 0.936 - 0.987

2) MovieLens dataset: As the ratings of MovieLens is very
dense, we can dilute the rating data to test the performance of
each approach under different levels of sparsity. It should be
mentioned that even after nine times of dilution, the sparsity
of Movielens (99.57%) is still lower than the sparsity of Yelp
dataset (99.96%).

First, Fig.5a demonstrates the trend of coverage of each
approach with increasingly sparsity level. In overall, recom-
mendation coverage is decreasing with the increase of rating
sparsity. At beginning with relatively dense data (for example,
sparsity under 98%), all recommendation approaches performs
well and closely (almost 100%), but when the data becomes
sparser, the gaps between them become more significant. It can
be found that FCM and Semantic still maintains high coverage,
but CF, TreeSim and Crisp lost their coverage sharply. Par-
ticularly, for Crisp approach, the coverage decreases sharply
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that only 12% at final. TreeSim and CF also reduce quickly
when the data become sparse. In contrast, FCM and Semantic
do not suffer the sparsity problem significantly. Even at the
last round, they can predict over 80%. The proposed approach
FCM maitains highest coverage all the time.

The results of nDCG reflecting the accuracy of ranking
order are plotted in Fig. 5b. It evidently shows that FCM
performs better than compared approaches in terms of ranking
accuracy. Noticing that only the test tasks that are successfully
predictable by all approaches are used to compare the nDCG
metric. In particular, for the sparsest test set (sparsity is
99.6%), only 12% is comparable (determined by the worst
approach: Crisp) so that this test set is ignored for comparing
nDCG as there are insufficient test data.. As the result shows,
we can find that the neighborhood-based approaches, CF,
TreeSim and Crisp performs worse than FCM, but better than
Semantic, a variant of FCM that uses semantic similarities to
extend user preferences.

Summing up the comparisons on the two datasets, the
advantages of proposed fuzzy content-matching approach are
demonstrated well. The proposed recommendation approach
archives a better performance in terms of both recommen-
dation coverage and accuracy compared to standard CF and
the latest tree matching-based approach [7]. Two variants of
proposed approach, are also evaluated as comparison and the
results show the importance of utilizing fuzzy techniques in
our approach.

3) Sensitive of parameter λ: In Eq. (12), parameter λ is
set to adjust the weight of item inherent quality versus user
personality. To elaborate how it impacts the performance, we
test the nDCG with different values of λ, on both Yelp dataset
and MovieLens dataset. The results are reported in Fig. 6.

From Fig.6, the best performance is reached at λ = 2 and
λ = 3 for Yelp and MovieLens, respectively. It illustrates
that MovieLens users are of more personalization than Yelp
dataset. In other words, consumers’ flavors of electronic prod-
ucts like movies are highly personalized. In contrast, when
people choose real businesses such as restaurants and hotels,
they are more easy to follow the choices of other ones, i.e.,
trust the average word-of-mouth of the businesses.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDY

This paper proposes a method of modeling user preferences
to complex structured content information and develop a fuzzy
content matching recommendation approach for e-Commerce
environments. At first, content information is collected as a
complete content tree and be transformed to a flat form using
a set of descriptors. To handle the uncertainties, ratings and
user preferences are represented using triangle fuzzy numbers,
and user preferences on descriptors can be derived from their
deviations of ratings on items. By comparing user initial
preferences we can determine which content descriptors often
share similar preferences by people and a kind of cross-
dependence relationships among descriptors are established.
The dependence relationships between content features can
be used as a new clue to extend user preferences to more
unrelated features. Therefore, given a new item that usually

(a) Yelp

(b) MovieLens

Fig. 6: Parameter setting of λ

comes with rich content information, the proposed approach
can match the item’s content information with the target user
fuzzy preferences. A fuzzy Topsis method is also proposed
to compare the matching results in the form of triangular
fuzzy numbers, so that candidate items can be ranked and
the best matched items are recommended to the user. The
experiments conducted with two different datasets indicate the
good empirical performance of proposed approach in terms of
both recommendation coverage and recommendation accuracy.

In the era of Web 2.0, despite item taxonomies that are
created by system managers, there are also plenty of user-
created content information such as social tags and comments.
These new emerging information can provide more content
information of items. In the future, we shall integrate such
more diverse of content information to establish more rich
and accurate profile of users.
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